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Renowned Sculptor Wang Keping
Visits HKUST 
Sculptor Wang Keping begins a one-month residency at the Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology on 14 October 1997. 

The highlight of Wang's one-month stay on campus will be an
Exhibition on his Works to be held at the University Exposition Hall
from 25 October to 7 December. The exhibition will showcase about
40 pieces, including his recent 'Couple' series. 

Wang will also visit secondary schools, giving talks and organizing
art workshops. Art teachers will be invited to organize guided tours to
the exhibition for their students. 

Born in Peking in 1949, Wang Keping was a founding member of the
first group of non-conformist artists to appear during the Peking
Spring of 1979. The group took the name Stars (Xing-Xing) and
quickly gained recognition on the Chinese Mainland and in the West. 

The self-taught sculptor arrived in Paris in 1984 and continued to
work, regardless of fashion or the demands of the art market. His
huge work of 1984 , sculpted from a tree trunk, was bought by the
South Korean government in 1988 to stand in the Olympic Park in
Seoul. 

"What I am looking for," says Wang, "are essential forms, those that
the creative forces of nature have imprinted in the wood." Compared
with his earlier works, his recent sculptures are simpler in form but
equally powerful. 

His visit to HKUST is organized by the HKUST Center for the Arts
and sponsored by the Office of the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs. 

The opening ceremony and preview will be held on Friday, 24
October. 
Details are as follows: 

Time: 4:30 pm
Venue: Exposition Hall, HKUST, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon
Officiating guests: Dr Simon Kwan, Chairman of the Arts
Endowment Committee, Prof Shain-Dow Kung, Vice-President for
Academic Affairs, HKUST 



Details of the Exhibition are as follows: 

Date: 25 October - 7 December
Venue: Exposition Hall, HKUST, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon
Opening Hours: 1-5 pm, Tuesday to Friday (Closed on Mondays), 10
am - 6 pm, Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays
Art Talk:  2:30 pm on Saturday, 25 October by Wang Keping (in
Putonghua). Free admission.
Public Enquiries: Tel: 2358-6149 

* The exhibits will be shown at the Alisan Fine Arts Ltd. from 11-31
December. 

Note to Editors:
You are invited to send representative(s) to cover the opening
ceremony on 24 October and join the guided tour at 3:30 pm hosted
by Wang Keping. 
For more information, please contact the Public Affairs Office on
2358-6320 or email pamedia@usthk.ust.hk.
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